
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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GREEN BEAUTY - Elimanvitha, class VI, Achiever’s Academy
VAN GOGH: Avni Jain, class VIII, Silver Oaks
International School, Sarjapur

I like travelling to and exploring new
places. Travelling provides us the op-
portunity to get a glimpse of our life
and comprehend its substantial ob-

jective. Last evening, I was missing my
school and friends a lot. Due to the pres-
ent Covid situation, I haven’t met them in
a long time, so I decided to flip through
my school trip photographs.

Out last major school trip was to Push-
pa Gujral Science City, Kapurthala. We
started early in the morning by bus. My
friends and I sat on the last seats and had
a fun time singing songs and relishing
snacks. When we reached our desti-
nation, I was on cloud 9 and almost
felt like a junior astrophysicist.

We first explored a hall with a
huge dome which was painted to look
like earth – it was the planetarium. We
were shown a film on stars, planets, neb-
ula etc which was an extraordinary ex-
perience. Then we entered the aerospace

section of the Science City where there
many aircrafts along with a model of
space-shuttle. Taking a ride in it felt
like space travel. The guide took 
us to a 3D projection room where we
were given 3D glasses and saw a video
related to dinosaurs and the early
world.

We also saw modern inventions
and ongoing exploration on artificial
intelligence which boosted our imag-
ination. With our subject teacher ex-
plaining the various projects, the
trip turned into an experiential
learning for us. At last we visited
the Dino Park where we saw some

unique structures with moving limbs and roaring
sound effects. The visit really changed my perspec-
tive of viewing the world around me and the ad-

vanced science applications.

ABHISHEK KUMAR, class X, 
AKSIPS Smart School, Sector 41, Chandigarh

TRIP TO SCIENCE CITY
CHANGED MY PERSPECTIVE

S kirts and pants, pony and plaits, thick and skinny, boy
and girl, nothing ever mattered there. School was our
second home, which we had to give up because of Covid.

Millions of memories made in a building, countless days of
laughter spent here. When I was a kid I wished I’d finish school
sooner, it's been more than an year now and I wish to go back
there. School was just not about studying for me, my friends
and teachers, the classrooms and gar-
dens, the library and sports room, I miss
all of it. Meeting friends daily, spending
time with teachers, interacting and learn-
ing is something which leaves me teary-
eyed now that we haven't experienced it

since so long. All we have now is memories to look back at. The
school trips were the best part of the sessions, travelling in a
bus with the whole class to the destination, enjoying our-
selves the whole time. I miss the playful banters with my
classmates and the camaraderie between seniors and junior
students. We didn't realise that we were making memories
forever, before the new normal took over. We

just knew we were hav-
ing fun and learning
every day.

TANVI, class X, 
St Joseph's Sr Sec
School, Chandigarh

SCHOOL DAYS ARE THE BEST!
School is a kind of a tiny world, which gives us all the experiences, the good, better and the best

T
he objective of education has
changed from achieving econom-
ic independence to creating sen-
sitive and empathetic individuals.

The word 'inclusive education' not only
talks about children with special needs
and their presence in the main school,
but also about inclusion in every aspect
of growing up.
In a school set up, the interaction
between the parents 
and the competent
authority is crucial to
identify the severity of
the problem and develop
strategies that will suit
the child.

 A careful observation
and evaluation of the
child leads to planning
and implementation of
supportive practices,
improve the child's cogni-
tive, behavioural and emo-
tional aspects of develop-
ment.

 Increased parental involvement con-
tributes to the success rate of the child's
achievement. 

 It takes a great deal of effort from the
school to assure and support the parents
with appropriate resources. 

 Competent authorities and teachers
help the parents in setting short term
and long-term goals for the child's aca-
demic and social skill improvement. 

 Inclusive education encompasses
informal/modified assessment, IEP,
resource room with assistive technolo-
gies and interdisciplinary approach.

 The physical classroom arrangements
like work tables, manipulative corners or
reading room along with audio-visual
facility etc to be inclusive. Special pro-
fessional services should also be made
available.

 Various services like highly structured
imitation and practice sessions, sign lan-
guage, inclusion of  3-dimentional
objects that allows visually impaired chil-

dren to learn Braille etc.,
should be facilitated by
the school.

 The early experiences
of using language in the
school curriculum pro-
vides an opportunity to
develop language skills
that leads to reading
readiness.

 Early intervention and
corrective methods like
visual/auditory experi-
ences help the child

understand his environment and goals.

 A successful implementation of an
inclusive environment calls for visionary
leaders who celebrate the differences of
the stakeholders, understand the stake-
holders' view while effectively communi-
cating the goals and measuring progress.
Inclusive practices result in increased
positivity, quality output, meaningful
relationships and dignified lives. The best
way to bring up children is to love them
for what they are and not for what any-
one thinks they ought to be. Let's
respect the uniqueness of every child,
serve them in the true sense of commit-
ment and celebrate their accomplish-
ments.

Let's make education truly
inclusive in all aspects

Geetha Kandaraji, vice-prin-
cipal, Delhi Public School,
Bangalore - North

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 

Sustainability, Reimaging, Restore, Reinvent, Recreate
and recycle: These were some of the words that fea-
tured throughout the spectacular presentation from

the team of EVS students
during the special assembly
conducted on the day. The
team presented conversa-
tions, recited poems and dis-
cussed major threats to our

environment. These students have been currently working
on a Lake Study project under the guidance of their teacher
Ragini and nature conservationist Jai Sharma. They in-
spired the others with stories of famous environmentalists
and their contribution. Some of the middle school students
presented their observations on their surroundings in the
form of picture collages.

World Environment Day is observed
on June 5 every year, across the
globe. In these challenging times

when mankind is faced with
the most difficult challenges,
the significance of the 'World
Environment Day' has nev-
er been bigger. The predom-
inant necessity and respon-
sibility to protect and con-
serve the environment and
all within its realms has taken on more im-
petus in recent times.

It is in such a critical period that the stu-
dents of class VIII conducted a special as-
sembly with the underlying theme 'Ecosys-

tem Restoration'. They pre-
sented various pivotal mes-
sages in the form of posters,
sharing interesting facts,
dance and music to enlight-
en the audience on the added
responsibilities future gen-
erations need to harbour.

The environment, which is our home, needs
saving on all levels of life, small to large.

Discussion held over major
threats to environment

MG SCHOOL FOR
EXCELLENCE 

NATIONAL
PUBLIC SCHOOL,

ITPL 

CHARIZARD - Shivsharan Patil, class VI, 
HAL Public School

The stars shine and twinkle
On this warm night The
moon gleams and shines
And owls take flight  Sipping
a cup of tea Is just what I
need Gazing at the stars
tonight It just feels right!  A
constellation floats over-
head Whatever it may be
The lines connect in my
mind I feel very free  The
stars dissolve as dawn
arrives So does the moon
The sun comes out slowly I
know I'd see night again
soon

-Disha Bhat, class VI,
Sherwood High

THE BEAUTIFUL
DARKNESS

https://bit.ly/public-speaking-olympiad


Q1:
The terms Volley, Smash,

Service are related to which

among the following sports?

a) Volleyball   ❑ b) Lawn Tennis   ❑

c) Table Tennis   ❑ d) Badminton   ❑

Q2:
How many medals has

the India men’s hockey

team won  at the Commonwealth

Games till date?

a) 8   ❑ b) 6   ❑ c) 5   ❑ d) 2   ❑

Q3:
When was the last time the

Olympic salute was used?

a) 1956   ❑ b) 1948   ❑ c) 1974   ❑ d) 1924   ❑

Q4:
Who is the head coach of

Indian national football team?

a) Sunil Chettri   ❑ b) Manvir Singh   ❑

c) Stephen Constantine   ❑ d) Bob Houghton   ❑

Q5:
In which year was Kabaddi

first introduced in the

National Games of India?

a) 1938   ❑ b) 1939   ❑ c) 1940   ❑ d) 1941   ❑

Q6:
Who was named 2019

Wisden Leading Cricketer

in the world?

a) Virat Kohli   ❑ b) Kumar Sangakkara   ❑

c) Ben Stokes   ❑ d) Kane Williamson   ❑

Q7:
In which year did Virat

Kohli score his maiden

Test century?

a) 2012   ❑ b) 2009   ❑ c) 2014   ❑ d) 2011   ❑

Q8:
Where were the first

Summer Olympics held?

a) Singapore   ❑ b) South Korea   ❑

c) Germany   ❑ d) Greece   ❑

Q9:
Against which player did

Magnus Carlsen defend his

title of World Chess Champion in 2018?

a) Sergey Karjakin   ❑ b) Vishwanathan Anand   ❑

c) Fabiano Caruana   ❑ d) Johann Zuker   ❑

Q10:
Which teams played

the first ever Test

match and when?

a) Australia and India, 1877  ❑

b) England and Australia, 1877   ❑

c) England and South Africa, 1898   ❑ d)

England and Australia, 1898   ❑

Q11:
Which of these balls is

most likely to swing a lot

during the first half of the innings?

a) Red Ball  ❑ b) White Ball   ❑

c) Blue Ball   ❑ d) All   ❑

Q12:
Who was named as the

“Supreme Champion”

by WBC?

a) Floyd Mayweather  ❑ b) Lennox Lewis   ❑

c) Erik Morales   ❑ d) Tony Bellew   ❑
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ANSWERS: 1. b. Lawn Tennis   2. d. 2 

3. b. 1948   4. c. Stephen Constantine 

5. a. 1938   6. c. Ben Stokes 

7. a. 2012   8. d. Greece   9. c. Fabiano Caruana 

10. a. England and Australia, 1877 

11. b. White Ball   12. a. Floyd Mayweather

QUIZ TIME!

Virat Kohli 

T
hree straight wins, seven goals and
its top players with game time in
their legs. For Belgium, the group
stage at the European Champi-
onship could hardly have gone bet-

ter. The world’s top-ranked team beat Finland
2-0 on Monday to finish in first place in Group
B and join Italy and the Netherlands in qual-
ifying with maximum points. Finland fin-
ished in third place in its first appearance at
a major tournament, nipped by Denmark af-
ter its 4-1 victory over Russia in Copenhagen.

Finland worst third-placed team 

Belgium’s second goal, scored by Romelu
Lukaku in the 81st minute for his third at
Euro 2020, could prove significant because

it left the Finns as the worst third-place team
in the three completed groups. They have
only a small chance of qualifying as one of
four best third-place finishers.

That didn’t stop a vocal section of white-
and-blue-clad Finland supporters from stay-
ing behind long after the final whistle at Saint
Petersburg Stadium to serenade their team.

Own-goal did them in

Finland was on its way to the draw that would
have secured the team second place in the
group when goalkeeper Lukas Hradecky had
the misfortune of scoring a cruel own-goal
in the 74th minute. A header from Belgium
defender Thomas Vermaelen bounced down
and hit the post, rebounded onto the out-

stretched hand of Hradecky, and went over
the line before he had chance to scoop it away.
Hradecky fell to his knees in anguish.

Wide choice at hand

Belgium will play one of the four third-place
finishers in the round of 16 in Sevilla on Sun-
day, with coach Roberto Martinez having more
options after seeing Kevin De Bruyne, Eden
Hazard and Axel Witsel _ three key players _
proving their fitness after recent injuries.

De Bruyne came off in second-half stop-
page time. Hazard and Witsel played the
whole game, while Martinez was also able to
rest first-choice players like midfielder Youri
Tielemans and defenders Toby Alderweireld
and Jan Vertonghen. AP
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2-0 win sees team in perfect first place in group play at Euro 2020

M
idfielder Man-
preet Singh was
on Tuesday

named captain of the 16-
member Olympic-bound
Indian men’s hockey team,
while experienced de-
fenders, Birendra Lakra
and Harmanpreet Singh
were named vice-captains.
This will be Manpreet’s
third Olympics. Under his
captaincy, the Indian team
won the Asia Cup in 2017,
the Asian Champions Tro-
phy in 2018 and the FIH Se-
ries Final in 2019. The
team also made it to the
quarterfinals of the FIH
Men’s World Cup 2018.
Lakra, on the other hand,
is a veteran defender who
was part of the 2012 Lon-
don Olympics.

Harmanpreet, since his
senior debut in 2015, has
grown in his role as a drag-
flicker and defender. He led

the team to victory at the
FIH Olympic Test in Tokyo.
Chief coach Graham Reid
said, “All three players have
been an integral part of the
team’s leadership over
these past couple of years
and have shown a lot of ma-
turity in guiding the
youngsters during these
challenging times.” IANS
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Romelu Lukaku

Manpreet Singh

D
enmark made it  through to
the last 16 of Euro 2020 after
a convincing 4-1 win over Rus-
sia, which alongside Bel-
gium’s victory against Fin-
land meant they finished sec-
ond in Group B. Goals from

Mikkel Damsgaard, Yussuf Poulsen, Andreas
Christensen and Joakim Maehle gave the Danes
their first win of the tournament on a joyous
evening at the Parken Stadium in Copenhagen.
Delirious fans showered each other with beer
as Denmark rattled in the goals that allowed
them to end the group stage in party mood af-
ter the trauma of Christian Eriksen’s mid-
match collapse in their opening fixture against
the Finns.

Kasper Hjulmand’s team will face Wales
in the last 16 in Amsterdam on Saturday, while
the Russians go home after coming off worst
in a three-way, head-to-head tie-breaker with
Finland and the Danes. “I’ve never experi-
enced anything like this. The atmosphere gets
better every time we are here at Parken,” said
Maehle to Danish broadcaster DR. Hjulmand
praised the “amazing” team spirit and friend-
ship after revelling in the on-pitch celebrations.

“If anyone deserves this it’s our players. I can’t
imagine how they managed to come back from
what they went through,” he told reporters. “I
think it helps the team and hopefully it gives
the whole country some good moments.”

Danes had their focus right 

■  The Danes came into the match with no
points from their first two matches but know-
ing a win over Russia by two goals or more and
defeat for Finland would guarantee them pas-
sage from the group as the second-placed team.
During the match’s opening ceremony, a huge
Denmark shirt with “Eriksen 10” written on it
was unfurled to deafening cheers from sup-
porters, after which a rousing rendition of
“You’ll Never Walk Alone” was belted out from
the stands. Once the match got underway, Den-
mark continued with the same aggression as
in their defeats to Finland and Belgium but ini-
tially struggled to create chances against a Rus-
sia team who were content to keep things tight.

Russia rue missed chances

■  The nominal home team, Russia enraged the
Danish fans by taking their time over set-pieces
and throw-ins as early as midway through the

first half. However it was the Russians who had
the first chance of the game, Aleksandr Golovin
driving towards the goal and fashioning a great
scoring opportunity only to shoot straight at
Kasper Schmeichel from close range.

■  They were left to rue missing that chance
six minutes before the break when Damsgaard
showed why he was picked to replace Eriksen
as Denmark’s playmaker. The Sampdoria
winger, who only turns 21 early next month,
looked like he had all the time in the world when
he unleashed a curling strike that whipped
passed Matvei Safonov and caused an eruption
in the stands. Their tails up and the crowd now
bouncing in unison, Jannik Vestergaard came
close to making it two in as many minutes when
he headed a corner just wide.

■  Denmark continued to press after the restart
but their second came in almost comical cir-
cumstances on the hour mark. Poulsen could
hardly believe his luck when Daler Kuzyaev’s
miscued back-pass rolled straight to him in front
of the Russian goal, leaving him the simple task
of stroking into an empty net and giving Den-
mark the two-goal lead they needed to finish
second should Belgium win.

Fans have reason to rejoice

■  Soon after, the already rowdy fans in the
Parken let out possibly the loudest cheer of
the night as news of Romelu Lukaku’s open-
er against Finland filtered through, but they
were soon dampened by that goal being ruled
out and Russia being awarded a penalty which
was slotted home by Artem Dzyuba. They were
on their feet again with 15 minutes remain-
ing thanks to Lukas Hradecky’s own goal
which put Belgium a goal ahead and Denmark
in second. Denmark were now charging for-
ward and Safonov had to pull of three in-
credible saves in quick succession before
Christensen rammed home a superb long-
range strike in the 79th minute.

■  As the fans, who had made a tremendous
racket all game, began their celebrations for
making the knockout stage, Denmark ended the
group stage in style when Maehle slotted home
the fourth three minutes later to complete a per-
fect evening. The players and coaching staff
then all huddled together in the centre circle as
they waited for confirmation of Belgium’s win
before breaking out into wild celebrations amid
fantastic cheers from the stands. AFP

Convincing win sees them qualify to the round of 16 from

Group B in the ongoing Euro 2020

Spain are bracing themselves for a test

of nerve in their last group game against

Slovakia on Wednesday, with Luis

Enrique's side needing victory to

guarantee their place in the last 16. After

leaving out Sergio Ramos, Luis Enrique

has left himself open to questions about

a lack of leadership in his youthful squad.

A bright start against Sweden fizzled out

in the second half while a missed penalty

against Poland turned a decent display

into one paralysed by anxiety and

tension. Captain Sergio Busquets is

expected to return after rejoining the

group on Friday following his negative

Covid-19 test. Busquets has not played in

either of Spain’s first two matches.”

Azpilicueta said Spain can draw

inspiration from Chelsea’s triumph in the

Champions League last season.

DOUBTS HANG OVER SPAIN

Andreas Christensen

Mikkel Damsgaard Yussuf Poulsen Joakim Maehle
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MANPREET TO CAPTAIN
HOCKEY TEAM AT OLY
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